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EMMA Safety boot Constans protection level S3 Duo

There's nothing standard about the levels of safety.

The higher, boot like version of the Comodius. The Constans is created from a high quality full grain leather
upper and nappa leather lining. It's also been exclusively developed for semiorthopedic adjustments
especially where customised in-soles are required. Even when customised and adjusted, the shoe still exceeds
European Standards of safety.

Characteristics
Series: Constans
Norm: EN ISO 20345:2011 (E) S3
Safety class: S3
Mid-sole protection: Yes

Protection class
occupational shoes OB O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

Protective toecap

Energy absorption in
heel * * * * *

Fully enclosed heel * * * * *

Antistatic properties * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole *

Water penetration
and absorption

protection
* * * *

Water resistant

Protection class
safety shoes SB S1 S1P S2 S3 S4 S5

Protective toecap * * * * * * *

Energy
absorption in heel * * * * * *

Fully enclosed
heel * * * * * *

Antistatic
properties * * * * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole * * *

Water
penetration and

absorption
protection

* * * *

Water resistant * *

Shoe size Shoe size (UK) Model Material toecap Heat resistant
outsole Antistatic Slip resistance Article

39 6 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487487
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Shoe size Shoe size (UK) Model Material toecap Heat resistant
outsole Antistatic Slip resistance Article

40 6.5 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487488
41 7 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487489
42 8 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487490
43 9 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487491
44 10 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487492
45 10.5 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487493
46 11 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487494
47 12 Boot Aluminium 300°C Yes SRC 23487495
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